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The first two weeks of the socio-cultural and pedestrian movement study was geared to 

understand the Parow Station Arcade Precinct and the relationship building with spaces users. 

Our field staff built great rapport with the space users which included foreign nationals, taxis 

drivers, shop-owners, homeless people, informal traders and pedestrians. We gained valuable 

insight into the Parow Station Arcade Precinct through engaging with stakeholders. The DAG 

team surfaced valuable information which paves an exciting path for the research. The issues we 

have surfaced can be categorised under crime and grime, transport and movement, 

formal/informal trade and homeless people and religion. 

 

CRIME AND GRIME 

Crime 

Crime is a major issue in the Parow Station Arcade Precinct. The activities which our team picked 

up on included pickpocketing, mugging, drugs, illegal gambling and prostitution.  

 

Pickpocketing and mugging is the most common criminal activity. Our conversations with space 

users indicated that the design of the Arcade aided in this activity. Store owners mentioned 

because the space is a ‘long corridor’ it allowed criminals to escape easily into either the side 

road or Voortrekker Road. Certain areas of the Arcade had blank wall facades which limited the 

presence of passive surveillance in the space. This allows criminal activities to do criminal 

activities with ease as they are not being watched. 

 

The sale of drugs and drug abuse in the Arcade is regarded by many to be its main problem. The 

presence of drugs in the Arcade attracts strange and sometimes dangerous characters into the 

space. Many homeless people did drugs to find relief from their struggles, and others sold drugs 

to make a living. 

 

Linked to the drug trade in the area is prostitution which space users argued was easy to get 

involved in. One of our field staff mentioned that certain hand signals can be used to draw the 

attention of prostitutes. The link between prostitution and drugs in the Arcade is two-fold. 

Firstly, drug dealers also known as ‘pimps’ manage and pay prostitutes. The second is that many 

prostitutes have drug habits which they fund through sex-work. There is also a link between 

problem buildings and prostitution will be explored further with Clinton Overmeyer (see 

annexure 1).  

 

Illegal gambling is also a popular activity in the space. Participants often do it to make money 

quickly. There are links between illegal gambling and drugs, as some use the money to fund 

their habits. In addition, there are homeless people who gamble to make money. 
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A popular trend exists in the arcade surrounding the sale of stolen goods. This happens either 

through informal trade or from the boot of cars. Our team observed that a person will enter the 

Arcade with stolen goods, and will sell the goods to the informal traders who will put the items 

on display and sell it to the public. 

 

Safety and Security Issues 

Plagueless Security operates in the space, and their main concern is that they are unable to 

monitor the situation in the Arcade especially the drug trade. Their mandate is only to patrol the 

Arcade area but not the side roads. If they observe a drug deal in one of the side roads, they are 

unable to deal with it. This means that even with their presence the selling of drugs will still 

happen but is less likely to happen in the Arcade. 

 

The other aid to criminals in the Arcade is that there is a lack of community amongst store 

owners. Our field staff noted in one of the interviews with informal traders and store owners 

that the general consensus was that each store owner only cared for him or herself and never 

looked out for others. This consensus indicates that there is a lack of ownership and sense of 

community in the space which allows criminal activities to thrive because no one enforces 

security.  One of the DAG field staff reported how informal traders are estranged to each other, 

which has an impact on community managed safety and security. Another consequence of a lack 

of ownership is a badly maintained space. 

 

Health and Hygiene 

The Parow Station Arcade Precinct is considered by many to be a dirty and unhygienic space. 

The presence of food stores in the Arcade makes this a health risk for others. Our field staff 

noted that in certain food outlets, flies were present.  The location of food outlets near salons 

was also considered a health risk which may be in breach of City By Laws. For example, one of 

the outlets is located next to a hair salon which emits chemical odours and interferes with the 

quality of the food outlet. At the same time, the smell from the food outlet interferes with the 

functioning of the salon. In addition the smell of drains blocked by waste impacts on the quality 

of business in the space. On rainy days these blocked drains cause the areas around it to 

become flooded. 

 

TRANSPORT AND MOVEMENT 

Taxi Drivers and Commuters 

Taxi drivers were more concerned about the design of the station. They felt that the space was 

not appropriate for commuters during winter, due to a lack of shelter. Commuters expressed 
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their dismay at the way taxi’s functioned in the area, many waited long hours before a taxi 

departed. The reason for this according to taxi drivers, is that a trip is only feasible with a full 

taxi. When asked about the formalising of the taxi rank, taxi drivers were concerned that it 

would cause politics between different companies especially CATA and CODETA. The other issue 

is that Taxi drivers noted homeless people sleep in the subway, and if the subway was to be 

removed there would be no space for the homeless. 

 

There appears to be two different taxi operators working at the station – those who transport 

commuters from the Metro South East and a second operator who transports commuters within 

the area (local operator). They are positioned on different sides of the street.  

 

Our field staff also observed that commuters who travelled by train got off at Parow Station, and 

subsequently changed to a taxi. Most of these taxi’s moved towards commercial spaces in 

Plattekloof north of the N1. Other commuters walked along Frans Conradie to Plattekloof.  

 

Many people entering the Parow Street Arcade often travelled by train via the Bellville Station – 

these people then travel either by taxi or foot to surrounding neighbourhoods and as far as 

Plattekloof.  

 

Pedestrian Movement 

We have made general observations about pedestrian movements in the Parow Station Arcade 

Precinct, and we will become more purposeful and intentional in the coming weeks. An 

important movement observation made was that many people moving from the station made 

their way into the residential areas. The observations one can draw from this is that many 

pedestrian either worked as domestic workers in the area or as handy men. Others especially 

men could be working on construction projects. 

 

Our team also observed large amounts of people who move to the perfume shops in the Arcade 

and Voortrekker Road. Our interviews with the perfume customers showed many of these 

people were coming from Khayelitsha, Wallacdene and Langa. They visit the perfume store 

which sold rip-offs of famous brands, to stock up and sell in their preferred locations. None of 

the interviewed customers indicated they sell in the Arcade. 

 

FORMAL/INFORMAL TRADE AND HOMELESS PEOPLE 

Formal Trade 
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The Parow Station Arcade Precinct is home to a variety of formal commercial activities. The 

clothing stores piqued the interest of our field staff as the clothes sold were from the 80s. Upon 

further investigation, the clothing was all found to be fakes of famous brands Nike, Reebok, 

Adidas and many more. 

 

Certain shops in the Arcade sold foreign dishes and goods. Our field staff noticed customers 

moving to these stores were always dressed in traditional attire as if they were on their way to a 

ceremony. However upon further inspection our team found that those dressed traditionally did 

this for the purpose of shopping. We will explore this in more detail going forward. 

 

Informal Trade 

We interviewed two informal traders who shared their concerns around safety in the space. One 

of the women was attacked and almost stabbed in the Arcade. However they mentioned that 

they would love to move into the area but found it unsafe. 

 

In order to do informal trade in the area, a license is required. However many informal traders 

expressed their difficulty in obtaining licenses, because of the laborious process to do this. In 

light of this, they buy a license from other informal traders who have stopped trading. Some will 

rent the license out and pay a monthly rental. 

 

Homeless People 

The homeless people who move around the Arcade make their homes in the side roads. Their 

livelihoods is based around the success of informal trade in the area. In the morning and 

afternoon, they will help informal trader’s set-up and pack away. The traders will pay them a 

small fee for doing this. The local Spar also requires their trolleys to be brought back and the 

homeless people assist with this for a small fee. Our team is busy exploring if there is a link 

between where homeless people are sleeping and the storage depot used by the informal 

traders (located in the vicinity – to be confirmed).  

 

RELIGION 

Jesus Landed 

On Sunday mornings the Parow Station Arcade Precinct takes a different form. One of the field 

staff described Sundays in the Arcade as if “Jesus Landed.” The Arcade is filled with Christians 

from as far as Stellenbosch and Khayelitsha who come to church services hosted in different 

parts of the Arcade. Some churches even had people standing in lines waiting to enter into 

services. On this day there are no informal traders and no shops are open. 
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MOVING FORWARD 

Our team spent two weeks in the field to firstly understand the Parow Station Arcade Precinct 

and build rapport. Our findings have laid the foundation for the rest of the project. In the 

coming weeks we intend on becoming more intentional and purposeful in our research. In 

particular, the mapping and uncovering of socio-cultural activities and pedestrian movement 

routes in the Arcade. In addition we are in the process of setting-up one on one’s with various 

stakeholders and roleplayers including City of Cape Town departments, Urban Sector 

Professionals and business owners 
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ANNEXURE 1: Contact List 

 

 

No Person  Organisation Contact 

1 Rory Williams – Transport 

Planner 

Royal 

HaskoningDHV 

rory.williams@rhdhv.com 

Tel: +27 (0)21 936 7600 

Fax: +27 (0)21 936 7611 

2 Liesl Ann-Kenny – Informal 

Traders 

City of Cape Town LieslAnn.Kenny@capetown.gov.za 

3 Antony Berrill Student Housing berrill@icloud.com 

4 Clinton Overmeyer – 

Problem Buildings Unit 

City of Cape Town Clinton.overmeyer@capetown.gov.za 

5 Hilda Oosthuisen (MURP) City of Cape Town hilda.oosthuizen@capetown.gov.za 

6 Penny Beukes TCT regarding 

Parow PTI 

upgrade 

Penny.Beukes@capetown.gov.za 

7 Patrick Nqadini  should have 

contact to Parow 

Station 

Management 

patrick.nqadini@capetown.gov.za 

8 Tony  

Lance or  

Tk 

SPUD thokizani@capetown.gov.za 

9 Leonie Van Der Merwe VR CID Leonie.vanderMerwe@vrcid.co.za 

10 Rebecca Campbell Open Streets info@openstreets.co.za 

11 Joe Africa Communicare 021 421 6008 

12 Mathew Dundas and Cecil Property owners md@adproperties.co.za 

cecil@newbridge.co.za 

mailto:rory.williams@rhdhv.com
mailto:md@adproperties.co.za

